
Key dates 

01.03.2022  Scholarship application deadline  

01.04.2022  Abstract submission deadline  

10.04.2022  Notification of acceptance 

20.04.2022  Early bird payment deadline 

20.05.2022 Late bird payment deadline 

Venue 

The conference will take place in Esbjerg 
(Denmark) — a unique place on the southwest of 
Denmark, on the coast of the North Sea. Esbjerg 
is a fifth largest city and the energy metropolis of 
the country.  

 

The conference sessions will take place in Esbjerg 
Performance Art Centre. It is located just 150 m. 
from the main city square. Full information is 
provided on the conference website. 

Conference on spectral imaging 

On behalf of the International Association for 
Spectral Imaging (IASIM), we have a pleasure to 
invite you to IASIM-2022, the eighth international 
conference in spectral imaging. 

The biannual IASIM conference is intended to 
provide a unified, open, cross-disciplinary and 
interactive forum for the exchange of information 
and ideas within the general spectral imaging 
community, regardless of the spectral or spatial 
range. 

This conference will bring together speakers, 
contributors, attendees and exhibitors from areas 
covering all aspects of spectral imaging 
(microscopic, macroscopic, remote sensing) and a 
large variety of spectroscopic techniques. It will 
include three days of scientific sessions, with oral 
and poster presentations on spectral imaging 
research and applications. 

Technical sessions will include keynote 
presentations by invited speakers, contributed 
presentations, panel discussions from members of 
the imaging community, posters and exhibitors, 
promoting cross-talks and new ideas. 

You are cordially invited to IASIM 2022! 

 

 
July 3–6 

Esbjerg, Denmark 

Organized by 

International Association for Spectral Imaging 

University of the Basque Country 
Aalborg University 

https://2022.iasim.net 

2022@iasim.net 



Program 

The conference program will include invited 
lectures, oral presentations, posters and short 
presentations from sponsors. 

The conference will start Sunday afternoon with a 
pre-conference workshop and continue next three 
days with normal conference sessions. 

The contributions may report mature results, but 
feasibility studies or problem discussions are also 
more than welcome. List of confirmed speakers is 
available on the conference website. 

The time for oral presentations is 15 minutes plus 
5 minutes for discussion. The official conference 
language is English. Poster contributions (A0 with 
portrait orientation) may be put up on the first day 
of the conference and will be accessible during 
coffee breaks as well as a dedicated poster 
session. 

Proceedings 

All attendees will receive a book of abstracts. 
Presenters of mature works will be encouraged to 

submit their manuscripts for publication in the 

special issue of Journal of Spectral Imaging, 
subject to the normal peer review process. All 
details are available on the conference website. 

Registration fee 

 20 of April, 2022 

Before, DKK After, DKK 

Companies 3 750 4 500 

Academia 2 750 3 500 

Students 2 000 3 500 

Registration fee is in Danish krone, includes VAT 
and covers the following: 

- Admission to the conference 

- All conference materials  

- Pre-conference workshop 

- All coffee breaks and lunches 

- Welcoming social on Sunday 

- Excursion to Ribe and gala dinner on Tuesday 

Scholarship 

Traditionally IASIM will provide three student 
scholarships, which include a conference 
registration waiver. 

Students are defined as actively pursuing a 
college degree. Applicants should supply a short 
letter from their advisor or department head 
indicating their status as a student and the 
department in which they are enrolled. 

Travelling to Esbjerg 

Esbjerg can be easily reached by a direct regular 
train that goes from the Copenhagen Central 
Station every hour. The travel time is about 3 
hours. There is also a possibility to take a train 
from the Copenhagen Airport with one short 
stopover in Odense. Check the Danish railways 

website (dsb.dk) for more details. 

Another possibility to reach Esbjerg is to book a 
flight to Billund Airport which is in 60 km from 
Esbjerg and has regular bus connection. Billund 
airport has several daily flights to/from 
Amsterdam, Paris, Frankfurt, London, Oslo, and 
several other cities. 

Finally, if you prefer travelling by car, Esbjerg is 
well connected with Copenhagen and other big 
cities by a high-speed motorway E20, which, in 
its turn, is connected with the largest European 
road, E45. Thus, a car trip from e.g. Hamburg to 
Esbjerg takes about 3 hours. 

Excursion and activities 

All participants will have a possibility to visit Ribe 
— the oldest town in Denmark, celebrated its 
1300th anniversary in 2010. 


